TO: Governor Kay Ivey
CC: ADECA Director, Ken Boswell
FROM: Mayor Randall Woodfin & Josh Carpenter, Director of Economic Development
RE: Birmingham’s Opportunity Zone Proposal
TOPLINE
In designating Opportunity Zones, we believe that Alabama’s primary objective should be to
maximize investment in areas that are poised to absorb capital in a way that promotes positive and
equitable economic growth. In order to accomplish that objective, and yield the greatest return for
investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a diverse portfolio of investable assets
including start-ups, small businesses, education institutions and real estate projects. Birmingham has
69 eligible census tracts, and we are asking that 49 be prioritized for Opportunity Zone designation.
The Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver economic growth for the state by creating jobs in
Central Alabama. This memo outlines our approach to prioritizing eligible census tracts in
Birmingham and surrounding areas. We sincerely appreciate your leadership and the fullest
consideration of this request.
RULES
As we understand them, the rules that govern Opportunity Zone designation are as follows:
● The Opportunity Zone program was established as a result of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of
2017, and Governors have until March 21, 2018, to nominate low-income census tracts to be
designated as Opportunity Zones. Designations are in effect for ten years.
● Opportunity Zone funds provide a tax incentive for investors to roll over their unrealized
capital gains into a fund that holds 90% of its assets in designated zones throughout the
country.
● The 2011-2015 American Community Survey serves as the basis for determining eligibility;
Over that time, the median income for households in the tract must be less than $59,000.
● In Alabama, there are 675 low-income communities and 231 eligible contiguous tracts.
Governor Ivey can designate 157 to be federally designated as opportunity zones.
REQUEST
Birmingham is asking for 49 census tracts to be designated, or 31% of Governor Ivey’s total
designation, which we believe is a fair share given the diversity and breadth of investable assets that
are concentrated in the largest city in the state. Birmingham anchors an MSA that constitutes 31% of
Alabama’s GDP, 20% of new job announcements and 25% of capital investment in 2016.
Furthermore, the newly-elected Woodfin Administration is focused on designing an inclusive
economy that yields broad prosperity throughout our city, and we believe Opportunity Zones are a
critical conduit for capital that would empower that effort.

BIRMINGHAM’S MODEL
The Opportunity Zone program was designed to catalyze urban neighborhood redevelopment in
addition to providing an avenue for early stage startups and other companies to obtain new capital.
The areas that will benefit the most from the Opportunity Zone designation are those with a diverse
portfolio of community and economic development assets with absorptive capacity for new capital.
In designing a model for prioritization of tracts for this designation, we indexed and inventoried
seven different categories of community and economic development assets in Birmingham:
Brownfield Sites, City Assets (including the airport), Commercial Districts, Foreign Trade Zones,
Incubators and Accelerators, Post-secondary Education Institutions and Transit Nodes. Based on
several conversations with investors and community development stakeholders, we ranked these
seven investable assets from “most important” to “least important” in terms of ability to capitalize
on Opportunity Zone funding.
After accounting for relative poverty scores to ensure our model was equitable in its distribution for
designated tracts, we implemented a weighting system to generate an overall score for each eligible
tract in and surrounding Birmingham. The results of this ranking system yielded our request for
priority census tracts (See Table 3). In an effort to adopt an approach that maximized growth via
proximate investments, we used zip-code level data to identify tracts that contained relevant
community and economic development assets, as well as those tracts that were contiguous (See
Table 1). Application of the model described above was applied to these zip codes to determine
groupings of tracts most optimized to capitalize on Opportunity Zone Funds. The census tracts
associated with each of the zip codes containing community and economic development assets were
then identified (See Table 2). As expected, there was overlap in the census tracts contained within
each zip code.
Post-secondary Education Institution (6 points per asset)
Why? We live in a knowledge-based economy, and talent is our currency. Our post-secondary
education providers are responsible for cultivating talent within our community and attracting talent
beyond it. Consequently, these institutions function as anchors of community investment, catalyzing
real estate opportunities and investments in commercializing new technology or innovative
programming. The Opportunity Zone designation would allow our post-secondary institutions to
develop the community surrounding their campuses, comporting with best practices in place-based
economic development.
Incubators/Accelerators/Co-Working Spaces (5 points per asset)
Why? One of the primary investments of Opportunity Zone funds will be in early stage start startup
companies and there is a concentration of them in co-working spaces, incubators and accelerators.
As an example, the Innovation Depot, the third largest incubator in the Southeast, is currently home
to 105 startup companies and over 900 employees. The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
estimates that early stage startup companies account for 70% of new jobs created, and these entities
are likewise compelling for investors.

Commercial Districts (4 points per asset)
Why? Commercial districts are the heart of neighborhoods and investment in these areas is a
mechanism to boost economic activity locally. Similar to incubators/accelerators, commercial
districts represent a concentration of small businesses that could benefit from the Opportunity Zone
designation. According to the Small Business Administration, small businesses have generated 64%
of new jobs and paid 44% of the payroll in America since 1995. Birmingham’s small businesses drive
our local economy and are integrally woven into the fabric of our communities. Small businesses are
the pride of families, the gathering places in our neighborhoods, and the institutions that shape the
quality of life we all enjoy.
City Assets & Brownfield Sites (3 points per asset)
Why? The City of Birmingham owns many properties throughout the City, and we are able to
leverage these sites as tools for economic and community development. The EPA’s Brownfield
Program provides grants and technical assistance to developers and communities to rehabilitate old
properties and stimulate investment in distressed communities. These assets represent a type of
investment that can utilize Opportunity Funds.
Transit Line (2 points per asset)
Why? Leveraging a $20 million TIGER grant, Birmingham's Jefferson County Transit Authority is in
the planning stages of a bus rapid transit line that would connect 25 of our 99 neighborhoods along
a 10 mile east-west route. If implemented, this bus system will increase connectivity throughout the
city, and thereby increase accessibility to more job opportunities and services for citizens who do
not own a car. This transportation system is important to investors and companies as it influences
talent attraction and retainment. The stops along the proposed transit line could catalyze local
investment.
Foreign Trade Zones (1 point per asset)
Why? Critical to international trade, Foreign Trade Zones (FTZ) allow companies to hold
merchandise without being subject to tariffs. These sites are key tools for business development and
attraction, and the Opportunity Zone designation would further incentivize international companies
and investors.
A Range of Economic Need
Why? Birmingham is focused on designing and executing an inclusive economy, because we
recognize that inclusion breeds innovation and prosperity for all. Accordingly, our high priority
tracts zones reflect a poverty percentile range of 19.06-70.00 compared to other census tracts in the
U.S.1 In other words, this means that our prioritized Opportunity Zones will positively impact the
citizens of Birmingham from a wide array of socioeconomic backgrounds, even within the low-tomoderate income census designation.
1

Data obtained form: https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/opportunity360/opportunity-zone-eligibility-tool

Table 3, reflective of the model described in the prior section, contains Birmingham’s eligible census
tracts ranked in order of priority (necessary, high priority, medium priority and low
priority). The image below provides a visual representation of Birmingham's prioritized tracts.

BIRMINGHAM’S EDGE
As a city, Birmingham is well-positioned to boost job creation through the designation of
Opportunity Zones. With a robust ecosystem of entrepreneurs, investors, projects and supporting
infrastructure an area, the Zones we propose can uniquely deliver value:
● Birmingham has the projects. Birmingham’s urban core, the largest in the state, is
currently experiencing a renaissance after decades of disinvestment. Historically, investment
in distressed communities reflects a greater risk than investment in areas of high market
demand due to aging infrastructure and historic prejudices. The Opportunity Zone program
is designed to mitigate some of those challenges by acting as a conduit for community
revitalization through acceleration of investments in small commercial real estate deals,
warehouse renovations for new companies and multi-family houses in up-and-coming
neighborhoods. Birmingham is ready for the Opportunity Zone designation as is evidenced
by the recent accomplishments via the New Market Tax Credit, including the development
of a state-of-the-art early learning center serving 100 children in Woodlawn. Throughout the
city, affordable and market rate housing are being constructed and infrastructure
improvements are underway. Storefronts and commercial districts are being revitalized, and
Opportunity Zones would accelerate this momentum, elevating opportunity for small
businesses across Birmingham.
● Birmingham has the entrepreneurs. According to Pitchbook, Birmingham (68) has nearly
double the number of startups than peer cities such as Huntsville (31) and slightly more than
Chattanooga (64). Steve Case, founder of America Online (AOL) recently named
Birmingham a “Rise of the Rest” city, along with Dallas, Chattanooga and Louisville,

because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the momentum they have generated. For
example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and it has created over 400 techjobs in Birmingham. Due to this momentum, and the city's recent awards such as “One of
the Best Large Cities to Start a Business,” “Top City for Women Entrepreneurs,” and “Top
City for Millennial Entrepreneurs,” Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part of a $150M
fund to Birmingham.
● Birmingham has the investors Before larger funds (whether Opportunity Zone or
otherwise) invest in Alabama companies, having local investors and partners are critical.
Birmingham’s investment community, particularly its angel investor community, is active and
committed to job creation. A steady deal flow of funding and exits in Birmingham has
played a large part in the city’s renaissance, as comparatively more companies are able to
obtain Series A funding because they were seeded by a larger pool of local dollars.
● Birmingham has the infrastructure. UAB and Southern Research attract research funding
more effectively than other institutions in the state. In 2016, UAB and Southern Research
generated $538M in extramural research funding, 57% of the state's total. In NIH funding,
UAB and Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's overall total. The
Innovation Depot, an incubator with over 105 companies and more than 900 employees, has
generated over $1.4B of economic impact over the past five years. Innovation engines such
as Innovate Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and
UAB’s Harbert Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, all fuel a robust
entrepreneurial ecosystem. The strength of Birmingham's entrepreneurial infrastructure is
due in large part to the public-private partnerships that we have formed. As a recent
example, UAB, the City of Birmingham, and Alabama Power Company partnered to earn
the national designation of a “Smart City,” in part because of the strong intersection between
physical and digital infrastructure put in place to collect and disseminate data.

Table 1: Community & Economic Development Assets Located in Birmingham by Zip Code and Prioritization of Zip Codes*
Zip Codes Brownfield Sites City Assets Co-Working Spaces Commercial District Education InstitutionsForeign Trade Zones Incubator/Accelerator Transit Nodes Overall Ranking
35233
21
2
2
1
1
35203
11
2
2
3
1
35222
10
1
3
1
35204
4
6
35212
2
1
2
1
2
35205
2
1
2
1
35217
2
3
1
35234
5
35215
1
2
1
35218
1
1
1
35211
1
1
1
35206
2
1
35214
2
1
1
35209
3
35254
1
35229
1
35210
2
35208
1
1
35207
2
35064
1
35020
1
35224
1
35294
NO ELIGIBLE TRACTS
35244
NO ELIGIBLE TRACTS
35242
NO ELIGIBLE TRACTS
35223
NO ELIGIBLE TRACTS
FORMULA:BROWNFIELD SITES*3+CITY ASSETS*3+CO-WORKING SPACES*5+COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS*4+EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS*6+FOREIGN TRADE ZONES*1+INCUBATORS & ACCELERATORS*5+TRANSIT NODES*2

88
68
51
30
25
22
16
15
15
12
12
10
10
9
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
3

!

!

!

Table 3: Prioritization of Census Tracts and Corresponding Tract Poverty Rate
Census Tract

Prioritization

Poverty Comparison Score

1073000100
1073000300
1073000400
1073000500
1073000700
1073000800
1073001200
1073001400
1073001500
1073001600
1073001902
1073002200
1073002303
1073002400
1073002700
1073002900
1073003001
1073003002
1073003100
1073003200
1073003900
1073004200
1073004500

HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY

41.8
39.2
33.7
44.8
65
30
23.4
25.9
43.5
43.8
33.9
31.3
54.9
49
38.1
38.4
19
48.9
35.6
50.9
49.1
32.6
70.9

Table 3: Prioritization of Census Tracts and Corresponding Tract Poverty Rate
Census Tract

Prioritization

Poverty Comparison Score

1073011209
1073012602
1073013100
1073004902
1073002000
1073002100
1073003300
1073003400
1073003700
1073005000
1073005101
1073005302
1073005701
1073005800
1073005903
1073005905
1073005908
1073010900
1073011207
1073011210
1073011802
1073011803
1073011804

HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY

28.3
22
35.2
31.3
45.8
32.7
27.4
46.8
31.4
22.7
58.8
9.4
17.5
31.2
23.9
23.9
25.4
36.1
18.2
31.9
30.9
25
22.8

Table 3: Prioritization of Census Tracts and Corresponding Tract Poverty Rate
Census Tract

Prioritization

Poverty Comparison Score

1073011901
1073012002
1073001100
1073003500
1073003600
1073003802
1073004000
1073005200
1073005500
1073005600
1073005702
1073010002
1073010100
1073010200
1073010301
1073010302
1073010401
1073010402
1073010500
1073010701
1073012103
1073012401
1073012402

HIGH PRIORITY
HIGH PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY

36
18.7
18.5
27.2
17.9
26.6
38.2
21.4
45.9
15.7
25.5
13.3
36.2
36.8
36.4
45.6
33.5
21.9
23.6
27.2
16.7
11.8
21.7

Table 3: Prioritization of Census Tracts and Corresponding Tract Poverty Rate
Census Tract

Prioritization

Poverty Comparison Score

1073012500
1073012701
1073013002
1073013300
1073013400
1073013601
1073013801
1073014104
1073014301
1073003803
1073004901
1073005103
1073005104
1073005910
1073010001
1073010602
1073010603
1073011002
1073011301
1073011400
1073011500
1073011600
1073011703

MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
MEDIUM PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY

26.2
26
38.6
34.7
12.1
26.7
37.1
13.2
18.7
30
20.8
27.4
34.4
16.6
21.3
42.4
18.6
24.4
25.2
12.9
10
17.3
9.3

Table 3: Prioritization of Census Tracts and Corresponding Tract Poverty Rate
Census Tract

Prioritization

Poverty Comparison Score

1073012001
1073012200
1073012912
1073012913
1073013200
1073013901
1073014102
1073014105

LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY
LOW PRIORITY

24
14.3
15.6
18.2
29.6
15.9
11.8
17.8

SARCOR, LLC
www.sarcorllc.com
info@sarcorllc.com

Mailing Address
TH
1116 20 Street South #322
Birmingham, AL 35205
205.434.1555

February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for
Birmingham’s eligible census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible
census tracts, we believe that Alabama's primary objective should be to maximize
investment capital. In order to accomplish that objective, and yield the greatest return for
investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a diverse portfolio of investable
assets including companies, small businesses and real estate projects. Birmingham's
economy is ripe with the investment activity that Opportunity Zones were designed to
accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver economic growth for the
state by attracting capital from investors.
One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage
startup companies since these investments can become a vital source of funding to
catalyze entrepreneurs. Birmingham’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has
achieved notable national recognition. Steve Case, founder of America Online (AOL)
recently named Birmingham a Rise of the Rest City along with Dallas, Chattanooga and
Louisville, because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the momentum they have
generated. For example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and it has
created over 400 tech-jobs in Birmingham. The Innovation Depot, an incubator with over
105 companies and more than 900 employees, has generated over $1.4B of economic
impact over the past five years. Innovation engines such as Innovate Birmingham, Tech
Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s Harbert Institute for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship are key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem.
Due to these institutions, and the city's recent awards such as One of the Best Large
Cities to Start a Business, Top City for Women Entrepreneurs and Top City for Millennial
Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part of a $150M fund to
Birmingham.
The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed to
support and grow the ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is strong and
committed to job creation. Birmingham has nearly double the number of startups than
peer cities such as Huntsville and approximately the same amount as Chattanooga.
However, even though Chattanooga and Birmingham have an almost identical number of
startups, we support our entrepreneurs unevenly. Although Birmingham has a strong,
active angel investment community, Chattanooga has four times as much venture
activity as Birmingham in the Seed Round, giving Chattanooga’s startups an edge over
our local entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock additional and much-needed

SARCOR, LLC
www.sarcorllc.com
info@sarcorllc.com

Mailing Address
TH
1116 20 Street South #322
Birmingham, AL 35205
205.434.1555

sources of funding to launch and sustain businesses, leading to more quality jobs in
Central Alabama.
Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial
growth. UAB and Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than other
institutions in the state. In 2016, UAB and Southern Research generated $538M in
extramural research funding, 57% of the state's total. In NIH funding, UAB and Southern
Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's overall total. Opportunity Zone Funds
would provide another great arrow in the quiver for the innovation ecosystem in
Birmingham and Alabama and would create an avenue to attract more capital.
In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and
investors to capitalize on Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the
state. Furthermore, the capital flow from Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to
extend the resources and evidence-based models of innovation success to support
development in low-income areas throughout the Birmingham community. We believe
that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as Opportunity Zones is an effective
strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the type of economic
dynamism that will yield a great economic impact for the state of Alabama.
Regards,
SARCOR, LLC

Selena A. Rodgers Dickerson
President

February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for Birmingham’s
eligible census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible census tracts, we believe
that Alabama's primary objective should be to maximize investment capital. In order to accomplish
that objective, and yield the greatest return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should
have a diverse portfolio of investable assets including companies, small businesses and real
estate projects. Birmingham's economy is ripe with the investment activity that Opportunity Zones
were designed to accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver economic
growth for the state by attracting capital from investors.

One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage startup
companies since these investments can become a vital source of funding to catalyze
entrepreneurs. Birmingham’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has achieved notable
national recognition. Steve Case, founder of America Online (AOL) recently named Birmingham
a Rise of the Rest City along with Dallas, Chattanooga and Louisville, because of Birmingham's
innovation assets and the momentum they have generated. For example, Shipt was recently
acquired by Target for $550M, and it has created over 400 tech-jobs in Birmingham. The
Innovation Depot, an incubator with over 105 companies and more than 900 employees, has
generated over $1.4B of economic impact over the past five years. Innovation engines such as
Innovate Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s
Harbert Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship are key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial
ecosystem. Due to these institutions, and the city's recent awards such as One of the Best Large
Cities to Start a Business, Top City for Women Entrepreneurs and Top City for Millennial
Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part of a $150M fund to Birmingham.

The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed to support
and grow the ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is strong and committed to
job creation. Birmingham has nearly double the number of startups than peer cities such as
Huntsville and approximately the same amount as Chattanooga. However, even though
Chattanooga and Birmingham have an almost identical number of startups, we support our
entrepreneurs unevenly. Although Birmingham has a strong, active angel investment community,

www.o3solution.com

Chattanooga has four times as much venture activity as Birmingham in the Seed Round, giving
Chattanooga’s startups an edge over our local entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock
additional and much-needed sources of funding to launch and sustain businesses, leading to
more quality jobs in Central Alabama.

Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial growth. UAB
and Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than other institutions in the
state. In 2016, UAB and Southern Research generated $538M in extramural research funding,
57% of the state's total. In NIH funding, UAB and Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of
the state's overall total. Opportunity Zone Funds would provide another great arrow in the quiver
for the innovation ecosystem in Birmingham and Alabama and would create an avenue to attract
more capital.

In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and investors to
capitalize on Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the state. Furthermore, the
capital flow from Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to extend the resources and evidencebased models of innovation success to support development in low-income areas throughout the
Birmingham community. We believe that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as
Opportunity Zones is an effective strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the
type of economic dynamism that will yield a great economic impact for the state of Alabama.
Sincerely,

________________________________________
Signature
Joshua M. Girvin, CEO______________________
[Name, Title]
O3 Solution_______________________________
[Company]

www.o3solution.com

February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203

Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for Birmingham’s eligible
census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible census tracts, we believe that Alabama's primary
objective should be to maximize investment capital. In order to accomplish that objective, and yield the
greatest return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a diverse portfolio of investable
assets including companies, small businesses and real estate projects. Birmingham's economy is ripe with the
investment activity that Opportunity Zones were designed to accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected
here will deliver economic growth for the state by attracting capital from investors.

One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage startup companies since
these investments can become a vital source of funding to catalyze entrepreneurs. Birmingham’s
entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has achieved notable national recognition. Steve Case, founder of
America Online (AOL) recently named Birmingham a Rise of the Rest City along with Dallas, Chattanooga
and Louisville, because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the momentum they have generated. For
example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and it has created over 400 tech-jobs in
Birmingham. The Innovation Depot, an incubator with over 105 companies and more than 900 employees,
has generated over $1.4B of economic impact over the past five years. Innovation engines such as Innovate
Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s Harbert Institute for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship are key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem. Due to these
institutions, and the city's recent awards such as One of the Best Large Cities to Start a Business, Top City for
Women Entrepreneurs and Top City for Millennial Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part
of a $150M fund to Birmingham.

The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed to support and grow the
ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is strong and committed to job creation. Birmingham
has nearly double the number of startups than peer cities such as Huntsville and approximately the same
amount as Chattanooga. However, even though Chattanooga and Birmingham have an almost identical

number of startups, we support our entrepreneurs unevenly. Although Birmingham has a strong, active angel
investment community, Chattanooga has four times as much venture activity as Birmingham in the Seed
Round, giving Chattanooga’s startups an edge over our local entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock
additional and much-needed sources of funding to launch and sustain businesses, leading to more quality jobs
in Central Alabama.

Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial growth. UAB and
Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than other institutions in the state. In 2016, UAB
and Southern Research generated $538M in extramural research funding, 57% of the state's total. In NIH
funding, UAB and Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's overall total. Opportunity Zone
Funds would provide another great arrow in the quiver for the innovation ecosystem in Birmingham and
Alabama and would create an avenue to attract more capital.

In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and investors to capitalize on
Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the state. Furthermore, the capital flow from
Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to extend the resources and evidence-based models of innovation
success to support development in low-income areas throughout the Birmingham community. We believe
that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as Opportunity Zones is an effective strategy to increase
quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the type of economic dynamism that will yield a great economic
impact for the state of Alabama.

Sincerely,

________________________________________
Signature

James
A. Cavale, III, Founder & CEO
________________________________________
[Name, Title]
________________________________________
INFLCR,
LLC
[Company]

February 20, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for Birmingham’s
eligible census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible census tracts, we believe that
Alabama's primary objective should be to maximize investment capital. In order to accomplish that
objective, and yield the greatest return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a
diverse portfolio of investable assets including companies, small businesses and real estate projects.
Birmingham's economy is ripe with the investment activity that Opportunity Zones were designed
to accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver economic growth for the state by
attracting capital from investors.
One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage startup
companies since these investments can become a vital source of funding to catalyze entrepreneurs.
Birmingham’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has achieved notable national recognition.
Steve Case, founder of America Online (AOL) recently named Birmingham a Rise of the Rest City
along with Dallas, Chattanooga and Louisville, because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the
momentum they have generated. For example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and
it has created over 400 tech-jobs in Birmingham. The Innovation Depot, an incubator with over 105
companies and more than 900 employees, has generated over $1.4B of economic impact over the
past five years. Innovation engines such as Innovate Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity
Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s Harbert Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship are
key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem. Due to these institutions, and the city's recent
awards such as One of the Best Large Cities to Start a Business, Top City for Women Entrepreneurs
and Top City for Millennial Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part of a $150M
fund to Birmingham.

The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed to support and
grow the ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is strong and committed to job
creation. Birmingham has nearly double the number of startups than peer cities such as Huntsville
and approximately the same amount as Chattanooga. However, even though Chattanooga and
Birmingham have an almost identical number of startups, we support our entrepreneurs unevenly.
Although Birmingham has a strong, active angel investment community, Chattanooga has four times
as much venture activity as Birmingham in the Seed Round, giving Chattanooga’s startups an edge
over our local entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock additional and much-needed sources
of funding to launch and sustain businesses, leading to more quality jobs in Central Alabama.
Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial growth. UAB
and Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than other institutions in the state.
In 2016, UAB and Southern Research generated $538M in extramural research funding, 57% of the
state's total. In NIH funding, UAB and Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's
overall total. Opportunity Zone Funds would provide another great arrow in the quiver for the
innovation ecosystem in Birmingham and Alabama and would create an avenue to attract more
capital.
In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and investors to
capitalize on Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the state. Furthermore, the
capital flow from Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to extend the resources and evidencebased models of innovation success to support development in low-income areas throughout the
Birmingham community. We believe that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as
Opportunity Zones is an effective strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the
type of economic dynamism that will yield a great economic impact for the state of Alabama.
Sincerely,

Signature
Bob Crutchfield, Executive Director
Innovate Birmingham

February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for Birmingham’s eligible
census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible census tracts, we believe that Alabama's
primary objective should be to maximize investment capital. In order to accomplish that objective, and
yield the greatest return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a diverse portfolio of
investable assets including companies, small businesses and real estate projects. Birmingham's economy
is ripe with the investment activity that Opportunity Zones were designed to accelerate, and the
Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver economic growth for the state by attracting capital from
investors.

One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage startup companies since
these investments can become a vital source of funding to catalyze entrepreneurs. Birmingham’s
entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has achieved notable national recognition. Steve Case, founder
of America Online (AOL) recently named Birmingham a Rise of the Rest City along with Dallas, Chattanooga
and Louisville, because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the momentum they have generated. For
example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and it has created over 400 tech-jobs in
Birmingham. The Innovation Depot, an incubator with over 105 companies and more than 900 employees,
has generated over $1.4B of economic impact over the past five years. Innovation engines such as Innovate
Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s Harbert Institute for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship are key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem. Due to these
institutions, and the city's recent awards such as One of the Best Large Cities to Start a Business, Top City
for Women Entrepreneurs and Top City for Millennial Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least
part of a $150M fund to Birmingham.

The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed to support and grow
the ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is strong and committed to job creation.
Birmingham has nearly double the number of startups than peer cities such as Huntsville and
approximately the same amount as Chattanooga. However, even though Chattanooga and Birmingham
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have an almost identical number of startups, we support our entrepreneurs unevenly. Although
Birmingham has a strong, active angel investment community, Chattanooga has four times as much
venture activity as Birmingham in the Seed Round, giving Chattanooga’s startups an edge over our local
entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock additional and much-needed sources of funding to launch
and sustain businesses, leading to more quality jobs in Central Alabama.

Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial growth. UAB and
Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than other institutions in the state. In 2016,
UAB and Southern Research generated $538M in extramural research funding, 57% of the state's total. In
NIH funding, UAB and Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's overall total. Opportunity
Zone Funds would provide another great arrow in the quiver for the innovation ecosystem in Birmingham
and Alabama and would create an avenue to attract more capital.

In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and investors to capitalize on
Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the state. Furthermore, the capital flow from
Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to extend the resources and evidence-based models of
innovation success to support development in low-income areas throughout the Birmingham community.
We believe that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as Opportunity Zones is an effective
strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the type of economic dynamism that will yield
a great economic impact for the state of Alabama.
Sincerely,

Miller Beale Girvin
Chief Executive Officer
Alabama Capital Network
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February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodfin
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodfin:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for Birmingham’s
eligible census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible census tracts, we believe that
Alabama's primary objective should be to maximize investment in areas currently poised to absorb
private capital in a way that promotes positive and equitable economic growth. In order to
accomplish that objective, and yield the greatest return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones
should have a diverse portfolio of investable assets including companies, small businesses and real
estate projects in areas with proven success in geographically targeted development. Birmingham has
multiple eligible census tracts that are ripe for the investment activity that Opportunity Zones were
designed to accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected will deliver economic growth for the
state by attracting capital from investors.
One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in directing capital for redevelopment
into underserved neighborhoods, like Woodlawn. Several of Birmingham’s neighborhoods are
undergoing their own renaissance drawing attention and investment from small business owners,
nonprofits and private developers. For example, Woodlawn Foundation recently received a $6.0
million New Market Tax Credit allocation from PNC Financial for the development of a state-ofthe-art early learning center that will serve 100 children from birth to four-years old. Affordable and
market rate housing is being constructed and infrastructure improvements are underway. These
activities, in addition to other characteristics, such as low cost of living and access to transportation
make many of these neighborhoods vulnerable to the negative aspects of gentrification. More
targeted investment is needed, however, to stabilize these communities that have been neglected for

decades and are still experiencing higher than average poverty and unemployment rates. Intentional
investment of capital into projects such as affordable housing and small business development that
could be secured through Opportunity Funds can ensure the positive aspects of revitalization are
realized without the negative effects of gentrification, primarily the displacement of current residents
and local businesses.
Birmingham is consistently praised for its strong philanthropic culture. In 2012, The Birmingham
metro area was ranked as the third most generous of the 50 largest U.S. metros by The Chronicle of
Philanthropy. Opportunity Zone designation and subsequent creation of Opportunity Funds would
create new and innovative tools not only for traditional venture capital investors, but for the
nonprofit sector as well to use to leverage existing charitable giving into more impactful
investments.
In conclusion, Birmingham has capacity in its philanthropic community, innovation infrastructure
and investors to capitalize on Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the state.
Furthermore, the capital flow from Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to extend the
resources and evidence-based models of innovation success to support development in low-income
areas throughout the Birmingham metro area. We believe that designating Birmingham’s eligible
census tracts as Opportunity Zones is an effective strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and
stimulate community level redevelopment that will yield a great economic impact for the state of
Alabama.
Sincerely,

Sally P. Mackin
Executive Director
Woodlawn Foundation

FUNDRAISER
February 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Randall Woodﬁn
Mayor of Birmingham
710 20th Street North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Dear Mayor Woodﬁn:
Please accept this letter in support of obtaining Opportunity Zone designations for
Birmingham’s eligible census tracts. In selecting Opportunity Zones among eligible
census tracts, we believe that Alabama's primary objective should be to maximize
investment capital. In order to accomplish that objective, and yield the greatest
return for investors, Alabama’s Opportunity Zones should have a diverse portfolio of
investable assets including companies, small businesses and real estate projects.
Birmingham's economy is ripe with the investment activity that Opportunity Zones
were designed to accelerate, and the Opportunity Zones selected here will deliver
economic growth for the state by attracting capital from investors.
One of the primary uses of Opportunity Zone funding will be in funding early stage
startup companies since these investments can become a vital source of funding to
catalyze entrepreneurs. Birmingham’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is thriving and has
achieved notable national recognition. Steve Case, founder of America Online (AOL)
recently named Birmingham a Rise of the Rest City along with Dallas, Chattanooga
and Louisville, because of Birmingham's innovation assets and the momentum they
have generated. For example, Shipt was recently acquired by Target for $550M, and
it has created over 400 tech-jobs in Birmingham. The Innovation Depot, an incubator
with over 105 companies and more than 900 employees, has generated over $1.4B
of economic impact over the past ﬁve years. Innovation engines such as Innovate
Birmingham, Tech Birmingham, Velocity Accelerator, CO.STARTERs, and UAB’s Harbert Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship are key pillars in a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem. Due to these institutions, and the city's recent awards such as One
of the Best Large Cities to Start a Business, Top City for Women Entrepreneurs and
Top City for Millennial Entrepreneurs, Steve Case’s team is pledging at least part of a
$150M fund to Birmingham.

The local investment community is crucial in providing the necessary capital needed
to support and grow the ecosystem, and Birmingham’s investment community is
strong and committed to job creation. Birmingham has nearly double the number of
startups than peer cities such as Huntsville and approximately the same amount as
Chattanooga. However, even though Chattanooga and Birmingham have an almost
identical number of startups, we support our entrepreneurs unevenly. Although
Birmingham has a strong, active angel investment community, Chattanooga has four
times as much venture activity as Birmingham in the Seed Round, giving Chattanooga’s startups an edge over our local entrepreneurs. Opportunity Zones will unlock
additional and much-needed sources of funding to launch and sustain businesses,
leading to more quality jobs in Central Alabama.
Research translates to innovation, and innovation can be generated into commercial
growth. UAB and Southern Research attract research funding more effectively than
other institutions in the state. In 2016, UAB and Southern Research generated $538M
in extramural research funding, 57% of the state's total. In NIH funding, UAB and
Southern Research generated $252M, 90% of the state's overall total. Opportunity
Zone Funds would provide another great arrow in the quiver for the innovation ecosystem in Birmingham and Alabama and would create an avenue to attract more
capital.
In conclusion, Birmingham has the innovation infrastructure, entrepreneurs, and
investors to capitalize on Opportunity Zone designations unlike any other city in the
state. Furthermore, the capital ﬂow from Opportunity Zone Funds would enable us to
extend the resources and evidence-based models of innovation success to support
development in low-income areas throughout the Birmingham community. We
believe that designating Birmingham’s eligible census tracts as Opportunity Zones is
an effective strategy to increase quality jobs, grow wages and stimulate the type of
economic dynamism that will yield a great economic impact for the state of Alabama.
Sincerely,

Kasey Birdsong
Planet Fundraiser

